Time effects in molecular radiation biology.
Radiation action occurs over a broad timescale which extends from the very early physical processes associated with energy absorption to the very late biological effects, such as carcinogenesis which may not become apparent until many years later. The various temporal stages of radiation action are classified and their interrelationships described. Experimental projects in cellular radiation chemistry, including pulse radiolysis, are discussed, together with some applications of the techniques in this general area. The paper also deals with some aspects of the oxygen effect in radiobiology and the mechanisms of its action. Various studies employing fast response techniques have been useful in verifying the role of fast free radical reactions in the oxygen effects and examples are given of some applications. Investigations with other hypoxic cell sensitizers, the electron affinic agents, are also briefly discussed, with an account of how studies of the timescale of radiation sensitization can be valuable in understanding mechanisms. Possible mechanisms of action of radiation sensitization by oxygen and other agents, including radical fixation and direct action processes, are considered in the light of evidence from some model systems.